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Abstract— In this paper we describe how the use of eventbased middleware allowed us to extend an existing intelligent
robot system with functionality related to episodic-like memory.
Index Terms— episodic-like memory, event-based software,
intelligent robotics

I. INTRODUCTION
When developing intelligent robots there are many desirable qualities you may look for in your software middleware,
e.g. speed, robustness, debugging tools, hardware support
etc. When working on scientific projects over an extended
period of time, a particularly desirable feature is for your
middleware to allow easy extension to, and experimentation
with, an existing system. This is crucial when a large part of
your software engineering work is concerned with exploring
possible designs for new architectural mechanisms and the
trade-offs they provide, as opposed to delivering a single
finished system. The flexible nature of event-based systems
(EBSs), means they are ideal for this kind of exploratory
software engineering. In this paper we use a case-study
from a cognitive robotics project to demonstrate how EBS
middleware allowed us to extend an existing integrated
system with only minimal alterations to the initial codebase.
We start the rest of the paper by presenting CAST, the EBS
middleware we used, and follow this with some background
on systems we have previously built with it, including the
Explorer, the system which forms the basis of the case-study
(see Section III). The case-study involves the addition of
episodic-like memory (ELM) to the Explorer. In Section IV
we describe what ELM is, how we implemented an ELM
system in CAST, and how we integrated this with the
Explorer. Finally, in Section V we discuss the properties of
CAST (and thus the event-based system paradigm) which
made our approach feasible.
II. CAST
The CoSy Architecture Schema Toolkit1 (CAST) [1] is an
open-source component-based middleware toolkit designed
to support the design and development of informationprocessing architectures for intelligent systems. Components
in a CAST system do not exchange information directly, but
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instead share data via multiple working memories (WMs).
CAST systems are decomposed into subarchitectures (SAs),
where each SA is a group of components directly connected
to a single WM. Components in a SA gain fast access to their
local WM, whereas access to other WMs may be mediated
by additional communication or translation mechanisms.
Components can either add data to, overwrite data on, or
delete or read data from WMs, which in turn generate change
events (CEs) to describe these operations. Components are
typically activated via callbacks which are configured to
listen to appropriate fields within CEs (e.g. WM address,
data type or access mode).
CAST’s use of CEs mean that it can be classified as an
event-based system (EBS) and thus falls within the remit
of this workshop. The use of CEs combined with the data
persistence provided by WMs give CAST the flexibility
associated with the EBS paradigm whilst minimising communication overheads (as object data is only transmitted
when required, not with every event). CAST can be most
closely compared to the framework used by the informationdriven integration work of Wrede et al. (e.g. [2]).
III. THE EXPLORER SYSTEM
CAST has been used to develop a number of intelligent
robot systems with a variety of competences [3], [4]2 . CAST
systems are typically developed incrementally, with new
components (or whole SAs) being added to build on the
results of existing components. As all information is shared
by default on WM, such extensions incur a low (design and
implementation) overhead. We have shown previously how
this feature of CAST has allowed us to extend a system
with addition modal SAs [3]. In this short paper we outline
how we have also been able to add a new modality-general
functionality (episodic-like memory) to an existing system in
a similar way. The existing system is the Explorer, a mobile
robot capable of building conceptual maps of space, and
interacting with, and performing tasks for, a human [4]. The
Explorer runs on an ActivMedia PeopleBot and is composed
of six CAST SAs: object-based visual search, navigation,
conceptual mapping, communication, cross-modal binding,
and planning. This combination of competences allows the
Explorer to extend SLAM maps with conceptual representations; search for specified objects; and interpret and generate
references to objects and spatial representations, all within a
unified planning and cross-modal fusion framework.
2 See http://cognitivesystems.org and http://cogx.eu for videos and further
publications.

IV. ELM IN THE EXPLORER
Although a robot running the Explorer system can show
a wide range of behaviour and acquire semantic knowledge
(e.g. in conceptual mapping tasks), it lacks the ability to
represent, store and retrieve information about past events.
The capability to remember past experiences in their original
spatio-temporal context has been termed episodic memory [5]
or episodic-like memory3 (ELM) [6]. Humans often and naturally use ELM, e.g. when they talk about their experiences,
or when they search to find a lost object (“Where was I when
I last had it? What did I do then?”).
The ELM system we have developed enables a robot to
represent, store, retrieve and consequently leverage experiences from its past. It consists of a system-independent ELM
library (providing the core functionality) which is integrated
with the Explorer using a CAST ELM interface (C-ELM).
Experiences are represented in the ELM library by data
structures called events (not to be confused with the change
events above!) which integrate information about what the
robot experiences, and where and when these experiences
occurred. Such events can be either atomic in nature (e.g.
when an object is detected instantaneously) or complex (i.e.
consist of several other (sub-)events, e.g. a social interaction).
Complex events are constructed using event recognition
modules. Events are stored in a relational database with
spatial extensions. After insertion into the database, events
can be retrieved using an under-specified event structure as
a cue. Cues can, for example, contain an event type, a time
interval, an area, or a combination of these. Related systems
in robotics include ISAC’s episodic memory system [7] and
EPIROME [8].
The C-ELM integration layer is based on a relatively
simple approach: the three main ELM processes (insertion
into, and retrieval from, the memory store, and complex event
recognition) are wrapped into three corresponding CAST
components. Communication between these components and
other CAST components (i.e. those which create or retrieve
events) is performed via C-ELM datatypes on WM. CELM is used in the Explorer through the addition of the
C-ELM SA (which contains the core ELM processes) and a
number of system-specific monitor components. The monitor
components listen for particular CEs, then translate the
changed information into C-ELM events which are written to
the C-ELM SA where they are stored in the event database.
This is the core processing model used in the Explorer CELM. For a simple example of this approach, consider how
we record events concerning the Explorer’s position: the
component TopologicalPositionMonitor is added
to the navigation SA, where it listens for CEs describing
overwrites to the Explorer’s topological position struct on
navigation WM (this struct describes which room the Explorer is currently in). When such CEs are received it loads
the position information from WM and translates it into a
3 The notion of episodic-like memory is very similar to that of episodic
memory but does not rely on purely subjective concepts, and is instead
restricted to features accessible by behavioural experimentation and observation.

C-ELM event which is written to C-ELM WM and stored.
Event recognition is then used to construct complex events
from these and other events.
V. ADVANTAGES OF AN EVENT-BASED
ARCHITECTURE
Although the above functionality could be added to any
software architecture, the use of CAST provides a number
of advantages. First, because the components in the Explorer
already share information by default (data persists on WM
until actively deleted), no code in the original system had
to be altered to provide access to data for the new C-ELM
monitoring components. This fact, plus the loose coupling
provided by the event-based nature of CAST, means that the
Explorer can now be run in its original instantiation, or with
the addition of ELM, with only a change to the file which
specifies which components to run: a useful ability when
developing and debugging. Finally, the use of CAST means
that an extension to either the Explorer (e.g. the addition
of a new SA) or to C-ELM (e.g. the addition of new ELM
functionality) can happen incrementally, and with no change
necessarily required in the other system.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described an implementation of
episodic-like memory and how we integrated this implementation into the Explorer, an existing intelligent robotic system. This integration was made feasible because the Explorer
was implemented using CAST, an example of event-based
software. The loose-coupling, and thus flexibility, provided
by the EBS paradigm, coupled with the information sharing
enforced by CAST, meant that this exploration in the space of
architectures for an intelligent system was easier to perform
than with more traditional middleware packages.
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